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Static System For The Homebuilt Aircraft

craft. The location where static pressure is to be measured is somewhat critical and sometimes difficult ... By trying various static locations on the aircraft the home- ... pitot tube assembly to the wing. That is the hardest part of the job completed. 
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A PITOT/STATIC SYSTEM FOR THE HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT By Richard Jimenez (EAA 8535) 6319 Glenwood Dr. Mentor, Ohio 44060



N,



EEDLESS TO SAY having accurate readings on the



air speed and altitude are of paramount importance. One might say it could be so important under certain conditions as to be a matter of life and death. Having inaccurate readings for the rate of climb while not as important, can still have disastrous results. So it is obvious that the pilot needs accurate readings from those instruments. The obvious question is, from where do the inaccuracies originate? Basically from three areas; DThe inaccuracies due to local atmospheric conditions. 2) The inaccuracies of the instruments. 3) The inaccuracies of the pilot static pneumatic system. The next question is how much can these three areas contribute to the inaccuracies of the entire system? Let's take them in the same order as listed



the inoperative condition is so obvious the pilot will not be likely to believe the instrument's reading. What is of concern is the situation wherein the instrument is operaing but of the prescribed limits of error. This is obviously a very dangerous situation and for this reason instruments



are calabrated periodically to insure they are reading within prescribed limits. For example, a prescribed limit for airspeed accuracy is plus or minus \c/c of full scale reading. This means an instrument with 200 mph as its



maximum reading can deviate from true airspeed by plus or minus 2 mph. Another example is the altimeter. A prescribed limit for the altimeter is to have the altimeter read within given accuracies for given altitudes. For the altitude of minus 1,000 ft. to plus 1,000 ft. the altimeter must read



above.



within plus or minus 20 ft. of actual altitude, from 1,000



The inaccuracies due to the local atmospheric conditions can, for example, make the altimeter read incorrectly



ft. to 1,500 ft. within plus or minus 25 ft., from 1,500



by as much as 500 ft. or even more. That is the reason control towers give the atmospheric pressure to pilots when



to 5,000 ft. within plus or minus 35 ft. etc. These procedures just described have been in existence



taking off and landing. This allows the pilot to take corrective action by reseting the altimeter to compensate for the effect change in the atmospheric pressure has on



for some time and involve the amateur aircraft builder/



altimeters. Not all atmospheric changes can be compensated for in this fashion. It may be that the intended landing site does not have a control tower and the atmospheric



the tools to improve the pneumatic system of his aircraft over what has been the practice for many years — namely, an aluminum tube for the pitot tube and very possible just



pressure is different than it was at the departing airport. It is also possible that the intended flight path is over mountainous territory. Theairblowingovermountainscan



exposing the static port of the instruments to cockpit pressure. Exposing the static port of instruments to cockpit pressure is actually using the cockpit air pressure for the static air pressure source. This would be o.k. if the cockpit air pressure were



have the same effect as air blowing over the upper surface of a wing, that is reduce the air pressure. And we know this reduced air pressure gives false altimeter readings. Changes in atmospheric pressure also affect the airspeed and rate of climb but to such a negligible degree we will not discuss it here. In short, from the amateur airplane builder/pilot point of view all that can economically be



done is being done. The inaccuracies of instruments can be substantial. For example, if an instrument is inoperative and stuck at a given reading, the percent of error can be enormous. Naturally, this instrument should be nowhere near an airplane. This type of situation is not much of a concern since



ft. to 3,000 ft. within plus or minus 30 ft, from 3,000



pilot to the degree he avails himself of these services. However, the amateur aircraft builder/pilot has not been given



equal to static air pressure. In all likelihood the cockpit air pressure will be above or below static air pressure depending on: the shape of the aircraft in the cockpit area, whether it is an open or closed cockpit and ratio of air leaks into and out of the cockpit. For example, if cockpit pressure were as little as 1 inch of water pressure different than actual static air pressure the airspeed would have an incorrect reading of approximately 11 mph. and the altimeter (Continued on Next Page) SPORT AVIATION 31



9" dia. plastic funnel with 1/4" dia. holes drilled as shown.



65 Ft.
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1/4" O.D. x 1/8" I.D. Polyethylene tubing plugged at cone end. Six .045 dia. holes drilled as shown.



Fig. 1 would indicate the wrong altitude by approximately 80 ft.



It is interesting to note that 1 inch of water pressure



equals only .036 psi. The author is quite certain that if measurements of cockpit air pressure versus static air .pressure were made of the homebuilt aircraft a significant percentage of homebuilt aircraft could be found with pressure differentials far in excess of the 1 inch of water pressure just used as an example. Needless to say, using Fig. 2 Basic Components



the cockpit air pressure as static air pressure source is not at all advisable. The static air pressure source should be taken from somewhere on the side of the fuselage preferably the aft end. If more accurate results are required a sta-



tic pressure source should be placed on both sides of the •



Vertical speed indicator



- Airspeed indicator
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Press in place clip
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Wing leading edge Mounting Plate



Center line of pitot tube



3°



Flat washer Washer shaped to wing configuration



Locknut



Fig. Showing pitot tube mounted to wing leading edge. Plastic tubing not shown for clarity.



Plastic tubing



Fig. Showing pitot tube mounted to mounting plate Fig. 4



——— Fuselage skin



Drill thru using static port as a drill jig.



Static port



Inboard



Outboard



Fig. 5



fuselage. This gives more accurate readings when the fuselage is yawing. Sensing the static pressure on the side of the fuselage instead of using cockpit air as static source is a very large step in the right direction. Adding a second static pressure sensing source on the other side of the fuselage is a good step also but not nearly as important as adding the first static pressure sensing source. If one wants to really fine tune the static pressure sensing location the following procedure can be used. However, we would like to mention that for the tremendous amount of effort necessary to accomplish this, the added accuracy is probably not worth the effort unless there were a group of identical aircraft and once the most accurate location was found on one airplane it would then be used for all the other aircraft. The location where static pressure is to be measured is somewhat critical and sometimes difficult to find. A method of finding the proper location is by comparing the static pressure some distance away from the aircraft with the system used in the airplane. To find the proper location some method of measuring the static pressure away from the aircraft is necessary. One method is called a Trailing Cone Static System, see Figure 1. Using a trailing cone a homebuilder can obtain an accurate static pressure source. By trying various static locations on the aircraft the homebuilder can locate a static source that is equivalent to the true static pressure. This would then give accurate readings. Most pitot tubes found on homebuilt aircraft are just aluminum tubes sticking out in the airstream. While adequate, it is far from the best. An aluminum tube normally gives accurate readings at high speeds and low angles of attack. At low speeds/high angles of attack the aluminum



tube pitot head, in effect, stalls out. This gives a pulsating effect on the ram air pressure which, in turn, gives inaccurate readings to the airspeed. Unfortunately, low speed/high angle of attack is a very undesirable place to have incorrect air speed readings, due to the fact that these low speeds are encountered at low altitudes during landing Fig. 6 Pitot Tube Installed



Fig. 7 Pitot Tube cover shown on Pitot Tube.



and takeoffs. This is not the place to stall an aircraft because the airspeed is reading incorrectly due to the wrong (Continued on Next Page) SPORT AVIATION 33
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configuration of the pitot head. Pitot tube heads should be designed so that the outside and inside configurations lend themselves to be flown at high angles of attack with a minimum of ram pressure distortion. The location of the pitot tube is also important. The best location for the pitot tube is far out in front of the aircraft, about one wing chord out in front. While this can be done, the weight and economics of the situation does not normally warrant this drastic a measure. Without sacrificing much accuracy in ram air pressure the pitot tube head can be brought in much closer proximity to the aircraft. Generally, pitot heads are located just in front of the wing leading edge or just in front and slightly below the wing leading edge. These locations offer a minimal of positional error characteristics. One must remember that no matter where the pitot tube is placed, some positional error will be encountered. Well, we hope the amateur airplane builder/pilot is saying, that is nice information — but how does this effect me? Well, here comes the commercial. We are proud to announce that Aircraft Development Co. is introducing a pitot tube/static port pneumatic kit. The kit consists of a pitot tube, static port and enough materials and supplies to connect the airspeed indicator, altimeter, and rate of climb to the pitot tube and static port. For an illustration of the basic components included in this kit, see Fig. 2. This kit is so simple to install we recommend that those homebuilt aircraft that do not have a professional pneumatic system consider retrofitting their aircraft with this kit. Naturally, we also recommend that anyone now building an airplane consider this kit for their aircraft. We are so proud of how simple it is to install that we would like to describe its installation to you. Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the location of the components in the airplane. The first step is to screw all the especially designed barbed fittings to the instruments. A hole is then drilled in the wing leading edge, or bracket, so that the pitot tube's aft end can be placed through the hole. If the pitot tube is being mounted to the wing leading edge a washer filed to the shape of the wing's leading edge is slipped over the aft end pf pitot tube (see Fig. 4) then a locknut is tightened until it clamps the pitot tube assembly to the wing. That is the hardest part of the job completed. The plastic tubing is slipped over the barbed end of the pitot tube and routed through the wing. At about every foot place an adhesive backed clip over the tube and press in place so that the tube is supported properly. Continue this process until the tubing is brought



to the airspeed instrument. Cut the tube to the proper



length with a knife and slip the tube over the barbed elbow on the airspeed. Be certain that once the tube is installed to the barbed fitting it will not have to be removed because once the tubing is installed it is nearly impossible to remove it from the fitting. At the selected location press the adhesived backed static port to the inside of the fuselage. Drill a hole through the fuselage using the static port as a drill jig (see Figure 5). Slip the plastic tubing over the barbed end of the static port and work the plastic tubing to the proper instruments placing the clips as was done with the wing. It will take about 3 or 4 hours of work to install this kit, which will give a very professional, accurate and good looking pneumatic system to your aircraft. One you will be most proud of. And to cap it off, figuratively and literally, a pitot tube cover can be purchased as optional equipment to protect the pitot tube orifice while the aircraft is on the ground. This pitot tube cover is made of a material that repels insects as do all of Aircraft Dev. Co. pitot tube covers. This cover will prevent bugs and moisture from clogging the pitot tube and causing erroneous readings. Fig. 6 shows the pitot tube installed and Fig. 7 shows the pitot tube cover on the pitot tube. For more information see Aircraft Dev. Co.'s advertisement in the back of this issue. 34 FEBRUARY 1974



THE MILLER JM-2 F,



OR NEARLY THREE decades into the jet age, sport/ general aviation pilots have been standing on the sidelines, tongues hanging out in anticipation, waiting for the fallout from high speed technology to shower them with new and exciting lightplanes . . . really modern lightplanes. So far it has been a long and not very fruitful vigil, however, in recent months the atmosphere of the sport aviation world has become electric . . . sparks are dancing this way and that as new, heretofore radical shapes shimmer and dazzle their way into the public eye. It is somewhat ironic . . . but not very surprising . . . that this activity is springing up from the increasingly fertile field of homebuilding. Nowhere else, it seems, is there the openmindedness to new concepts, the enthusiasm and the willingness to plunk down hard earned dollars for wings that are something other than . . . "evolutionary, based on 25 years of proven service" . . . and all those other words ad agencies spill out to obfuscate "old fashioned." The latest mind-wrencher is Jim Miller's tiny ducted dart, the JM-2. Most widely known as the designer of the imminently successful Formula One racer "Little Gem" and for his modifications to various stock aircraft, Jim Miller is now preparing to step into the homebuilding "kit" market and, ultimately, into the manufacturing of two and six place developments of the JM-2.
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by as much as 500 ft. or even more. That is the ... of minus 1,000 ft. to plus 1,000 ft. the altimeter must read within plus or minus 20 ft. of actual altitude, from 1,000.










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft 

harnesses to elaborate enclosures and noise suppression ... During the Golden Age of Aviation, when .... If your resources are sufficient for new radios, I'd ...










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft 

radio frequencies of the VHF aircraft band are between. 108 and 136 mHz. ..... a balun of this type would make the antenna look like an 18 ohm load to the 50 ...










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft 

should address these considerations. Fuel Tanksâ€”Know .... air flow's direction smoothly. Use a plenum, horn .... water droplets and foreign in the tanks to move ...










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Engine Break-In For New Homebuilt Aircraft 

at least one with a top overhaul. Even the replacement of one cylinder re- quires a break-in regimen. How then do you break-in the engine and per- form taxi ...










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Engine Break-In For New Homebuilt Aircraft 

times, and I have often wanted to try to design one that would adapt to a number of engines, and could be read- ily folded up to ship to customers. One of these ...










 








Homebuilt aircraft i.. - Size 

Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.










 








The V Tail For Aircraft 

V tail configuration of the Bonanza al- though there are Beech owners of simi- lar conventional tail aircraft who will argue that their machines perform just.










 








MicroBase ProfessionalTM Aircraft Analysis System 

Transfer Data to/from MicroVib II. Â· Data Identification For Permanent Recordkeeping. Â· Balance History Records. Â· Engine Vibration Analysis. Â· Vibration Trend ...










 








A Simplified Aircraft Control System 

If one wanted to do a climbing turn to the right he simply leads into this with the head and shoulders by turning his head and shoulders to the right - at the same ...










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot 

pressure or vacuum air-operated actuators for airplane autopilots as ... not pursued use of these larger servos for two reasons; .... has been very little flow of air through the valve. There .... cause it just happened to be handy when I was looking










 








Fuel Systems For Homebuilt Airplanes 

horizontal (because of water droplet precipitation), with .... Water droplets on the floor of a gas tank ... ment, control or direction of any such event. April 25-26 ...










 








Weight and Balance for the Aircraft Builder 

2720. â€¢f 1826. Â» 16104 (TM). Divide the TM (Total Moment) by the TW (Total vVelght) to ... part of the aircraft's papers and records. .... Fig. 6. SPORT AVIATION 17 ...










 








Flight Testing The Homebuilt Airplane 

for an hour or two and get checked out not just on how to take off, fly the ... When you finally climb aboard your brand- new "labor of .... During the roll-out the ef-.










 








Eagle! The Ultimate Airfoil For Sport Aircraft 

ier?). Eagle 1 was designed by Dan Somers, a research aerodynamicist at the NASA Langley Research Center, author of several technical papers, a sailplane ...










 








static 

Für die Übertragung steht im UHF-Band ein 42 MHz breiter Fre- ... Ch. 63 (806–814 MHz). Ch. 61 (790–798 MHz). Ch. 64 (814–822 MHz). Channel. Bank 1.










 








Flight Testing The Homebuilt Airplane 

... researched all available treatises on this subject, nor does he claim to be an ex- ..... termed "hazardous." Hartranft said that because the private airplane op-.










 








Jigs For Wooden Aircraft 

assembly jig is needed, one golden rule should be adopted. Start on a level ..... a spar table is used, "C" clamps can be used in place of angle iron clamps. JIGS .










 








Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

Dec 30, 1974 - filling the interior of the panel and bonding itself per- manently to .... Rigicel PVC foam made in the U. S. by B. F. Goodrich, but this material is no ...










 








Structural Riveting for Aircraft 

shear strength with joint bearing strength, and minimizes the number of holes (and rivets) in a rivet pattern. Immediately, the second question is, "How many riv-.










 








Building Basics: The Static Port 

because it is most prone to Understanding the little hole in your airplane I had a dramatic demon- gross error, is the least stration of this problem on respected in ...
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